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 Delta Corp to consider share buyback on March 28. 

 REC: Board approved increasing the market borrowing program by ₹ 4,000 crore to ₹ 94,000 crore for the financial year 

2020. The corporation seeks to raise ₹ 2,500 crore via capital gains tax exemption bonds. 

 Shankara Building Products: CRISIL has downgraded the rating on bank facilities to CRISIL BBB+ with a stable outlook 

from CRISIL A- with a negative outlook. The downgrade reflects the moderation in the group’s overall business risk 

profile marked by continued suppressed return on capital employed -levels and working capital intensity. 

Markets log best day since 2009 on $2 trillion U.S. stimulus 

package 
 Indian shares surged to their best single-day percentage gain in 

over a decade, as a massive stimulus in the United States lifted 

investor sentiment worldwide and eased some concerns as India 

entered into a national lockdown to check the spread of 

coronavirus. 

Global & Asian market overview 
 European stocks suffered a setback after a positive but ended the 

session sharply higher as stocks rebounded in late afternoon trades 

on news that U.S. Senate leaders and the White House have 

reached an agreement on a $2 trillion stimulus bill. 

 US stocks moved notably higher over the course of the trading 

session before giving back ground going into the close. The major 

averages pulled back sharply in late-day trading, with the tech-

heavy Nasdaq sliding into negative territory.  

 Asian stocks rallied after U.S. Senators and Trump administration 

officials reached an agreement on a massive economic stimulus 

package worth about $2 trillion to combat the economic impact of 

the coronavirus pandemic.   

Industry Buzz  
 NTPC: said that the second Unit of 660 MW of Khargone Super 

Thermal Power Project has been added to Installed Capacity of 

NTPC on successful completion of trial operation. Total installed 

capacity at the group level stands at 58816 MW. 

 LT Foods: CRISIL reaffirmed long term rating at A- and revised 

outlook on long term loans to stable. 

 

 

 

 

Indices Close Previous Chg.%   

SENSEX   28,535.8 26,674.0 7.0% 

NIFTY 8,317.9 7,801.1 6.6% 

NIFTY BANK 18,481.1 17,107.3 8.0% 

NIFTY AUTO 4,936.2 4,693.4 5.2% 

NIFTY IT 12,233.4 11,865.1 3.1% 

 

Market depth Advance Decline T/O(bn) 

NSE 1,068 717 412 

BSE 1,186 1,023 54 

 

Indices Close Previous Chg.%   

DJIA 21200.55 20704.91 2.39% 

NASDAQ 7384.29 7417.85 -0.45% 

S&P 500 2475.56 2447.33 1.15% 

DAX 9874.26 9700.57 1.79% 

CAC 40 4432.3 4242.7 4.47% 

FTSE 100 5688.2 5446.01 4.45% 

HANG SENG 23527.19 22663.49 3.81% 

SSE INDEX  2781.59 2722.44 2.17% 

NIKKIE 225 19546.63 18092.35 8.04% 

 

Net Invest 25 March MTD CYTD 

FII’s (USD mn) -244.30 -23,462.96 -19,961.36 

DII’s (USD mn) 95.22 60,542.93 68,382.33 

 

Nifty Gainers Chg.%   Nifty Losers Chg.%   

RELIANCE 13.84 INDUSINDBK -3.33 

HDFCBANK 12.41 IOC -3.07 

KOTAKBANK 11.89 COALINDIA -2.82 

UPL 11.43 WIPRO -2.18 

MARUTI 10.56 GAIL -2.09 

 

FII Derivatives Buy (bn) Sell (bn) Net (bn) 

INDEX FUT 57.3 57.7 -0.5 

STOCK FUT 269.1 263.6 5.5 

 

26 March 2020 

 

Morning Call 

https://www.rttnews.com/list/coronavirus.aspx


 
 

 

 Ashok Leyland: ICRA downgraded long term rating to ICRA AA- from ICRA AA+, outlook revised from stable. The rating 

action considers the expected deterioration in Ashok Leyland's financial risk profile over the medium term with the 

longer than expected slowdown in the domestic commercial vehicle industry and increasing investment outlay in group 

entities. 

 

Covid-19 Impact 
 HEG to suspend its operations for Madhya Pradesh plant with immediate effect. 

 Dhanuka Agritech has shut down all of its three plants at Gujarat, Jammu and Kashmir, and Rajasthan. 

 Endurance Technologies to suspend all plant operations in India until the next 21 days, or period notified by authorities. 

The company also stated in the press release that its Italian arm will suspend its operations till April 3, and the German 

arm will also scale down its level of operation. 

 P&G Health said that it anticipates disruptions in operations to continue for a period of the next 3 weeks at minimum. 

 Gail issues force majeure notice on prompt LNG shipments. 

 Indian Oil has regulated crude oil throughput at most of its refineries by 25% to 30%. Upliftment of finished products 

from them in the last one week has helped upcountry bulk storage locations of the Corporation build up their stocks for 

future-readiness once the countrywide lockdown is lifted and the demand picks up again. The company said that 

demand for petroleum products has fallen sharply and aviation turbine fuel has also been impacted due to the 

suspension of flights. The corporation is taking steps to increase LPG production in major refineries. 

 Indonesian arm of TVS Motor’s one plant to resume operations from March 26. 

 InterGlobe Aviation said the company’s international and domestic flights will continue to remain under lockdown until 

April 14. Ministry of Civil Aviation had directed operations of all domestic flights to cease until the end of March 31. 

 Syngene International to temporarily suspend part of its research activities at its facilities situated at Bangalore SEZ and 

Hyderabad for a period of 21 days starting from March 25. Company to continue to carry out operations for essential 

services, development, and manufacturing activities at the above facilities. 

 Petronet LNG declares force majeure on LNG cargoes from Qatar for March delivery. 

 Kolte-Patil Developers: Company announced the shutdown of offices and project sites due to coronavirus outbreak. 

 Cummins India: Company announced the temporary suspension of offices and plants across India due to COVID-19. 

 Triveni Engg: Company announced the suspension of manufacturing operations due to COVID-19. 

 Mangalam Organics: Company terminated its alliance with France-based Les Dérivés Résiniques et Terpéniques. 

 Balkrishna Industries: Company closed offices and manufacturing plans due to COVID-19. 

 
 

Indian Macro  
 Capital markets regulator Sebi said the entities providing capital and debt market services will remain operational during 

the nationwide lockdown for 21 days, announced by Prime Minister Narendra Modi as part of efforts to curb spread of 

COVID-19 pandemic. 



 
 

 

 As the coronavirus pandemic pushes India into a lockdown, the call centres and IT services firms that function as the 

world's back office are struggling to piece together work-from-home solutions and other business-continuity plans. Many 

of the companies that provide business services such as call centres, information technology services and business 

process automation were not prepared for work-for-home arrangements. 

 Excitement about treating the new coronavirus with malaria drugs is raising hopes, including with President Donald 

Trump. But the evidence that they may help is thin, and a run on the drugs is complicating access for people who need 

them for rheumatoid arthritis or lupus. Chloroquine and a similar drug, hydroxychloroquine, showed encouraging signs 

in small, early tests against the coronavirus. But the drugs have major side effects, one reason scientists don’t want to 

give them without evidence of their value, even in this emergency. 

 

Global Macro 

 New orders for US manufactured durable goods increased 1.2% month-over-month in February of 2020, following a 

revised 0.1% gain in January and beating market forecasts of a 0.8% drop. Demand for transport equipment jumped 

4.6%, mainly due to motor vehicles and parts and orders for electrical equipment, appliances, and componentes 

increased 1.3%. Meanwhile, orders fell for fabricated metal products (-1.2%), machinery (-0.5%) and computers and 

electronics (-0.8%). Excluding transportation, new orders decreased 0.6% while excluding defense, new orders increased 

0.1%. 

 The CBI distributive trades survey's retail sales balance dropped to -3 in March 2020 from +1 in the previous month, still 

beating market expectations of -12. The coronavirus hit demand for most products, with sales of clothing, furniture and 

‘other normal goods’, such as flowers, jewellery, cards etc., falling the most in the year to March. On the other hand, 

grocers reported exceptionally strong growth in sales volumes, as did specialist food and drink firms, as households are 

stockpiling groceries in response to the spread of the Covid-19 and the introduction of social distancing. Looking ahead, 

retail sales are expected to fall sharply in the year to April, with retailers more pessimistic than at any time since April 

2009. 

 The Ifo Business Climate indicator for Germany was revised lower to 86.1 in March 2020, the lowest since July 2009, 

from a preliminary estimate of 87.7. It was also the steepest monthly fall since German reunification as the Covid-19 

outbreak hurts businesses, jobs and overall activity. Sentiment across service providers posted the biggest fall on record 

(-7.6 vs 17.4 in February) and that among traders also declined sharply (-21.4 vs 1.0). In addition, manufacturing 

confidence dropped to -18.2 (vs -1.6 in February), the lowest since August 2009, while morale among constructors was 

down to 5.0 (vs 12.9 in February). Meanwhile, the Ifo institute believes that Germany's economy could contract by 

between 5% and 20% this year depending on the length of the shutdown caused by the pandemic. 

 The massive stimulus package negotiated between the Trump administration and congressional is an unprecedented $2 

trillion aid package designed to help the public and the economy to rebound from the coronavirus pandemic. The bill 

provides direct help to citizens, businesses, hospitals and state and local governments. 

 

 

 

      

 



 
 

 

     NIFTY – Daily 

                                  

      Outlook: 

In short term Nifty was consolidated in the range of 11,800 – 12,400 levels and breached the resistance at 11,800 levels and 
began a short term downtrend. We expect Nifty will consolidate in the range of 6,800 - 10,000 levels.   
 

      BANK NIFTY – Daily 
 

 
      Outlook: 
 

In short term BankNifty was consolidated in the range of 31,000 – 32,400 levels and breached the support at 31,000 levels and 
began a short term downtrend. We expect BankNifty will consolidate in the range of 15,500 - 23,000 levels.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Supports / 
Resistances S1 S2 R1 R2 

     

NIFTY 6800 6300 10000 11000 

Trading Range 6800        9000   

Supports / 
Resistances S1 S2 R1 R2 

     

BANK NIFTY 15500 14000 23000 27000 

Trading Range 15500 23000   



 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 S1 S2 PIVOT R1 R2 

ADANIPORTS 234 206 250 278 294 

ASIANPAINT 1500 1394 1553 1660 1712 

AXISBANK 293 250 328 370 406 

BAJAJ-AUTO 1864 1804 1926 1986 2049 

BAJAJFINSV 4642 4261 4781 5162 5301 

BAJFINANCE 2450 2275 2575 2750 2875 

BHARTIARTL 409 391 423 441 456 

BPCL 261 244 269 285 293 

BRITANNIA 2339 2231 2425 2533 2620 

CIPLA 365 359 380 386 401 

COALINDIA 121 120 125 127 131 

DRREDDY 2840 2741 2895 2994 3048 

EICHERMOT 13954 13282 14377 15049 15472 

GAIL 72 71 76 77 81 

GRASIM 405 358 432 479 506 

HCLTECH 411 389 439 461 490 

HDFC 1566 1431 1611 1745 1790 

HDFCBANK 807 725 837 919 949 

HEROMOTOCO 1586 1476 1635 1744 1793 

HINDALCO 90 84 94 99 103 

HINDUNILVR 2009 1937 2074 2147 2211 

ICICIBANK 289 259 312 341 364 

INDUSINDBK 281 259 302 323 345 

INFRATEL 143 132 147 159 163 

INFY 572 534 604 642 673 

IOC 75 74 78 79 82 

ITC 141 133 146 154 159 

JSWSTEEL 140 134 148 153 161 

KOTAKBANK 1191 1058 1257 1389 1456 

LT 712 630 744 826 858 

M&M 253 228 271 296 314 

MARUTI 4535 3998 4847 5385 5697 

NESTLEIND 13520 12300 14020 15240 15740 

NTPC 78 74 79 83 84 

ONGC 60 58 61 63 64 

POWERGRID 146 143 151 154 160 

RELIANCE 980 877 1066 1168 1254 

SBIN 181 169 188 200 207 

SHREECEM 16282 15719 17115 17678 18511 

SUNPHARMA 333 321 342 355 363 

TATAMOTORS 68 65 70 72 74 

TATASTEEL 275 257 285 303 313 

TCS 1667 1609 1739 1797 1869 

TECHM 507 489 525 543 561 

TITAN 825 749 862 938 974 

ULTRACEMCO 2965 2748 3128 3345 3508 

UPL 267 235 284 317 334 

VEDL 63 61 64 66 67 

WIPRO 164 158 176 181 194 

ZEEL 116 107 123 132 139 

Trading guidelines 

 This model is based on the premise that the PIVOT is the most 

important price level that decides the intraday trend. Much like how 

the door or a window hangs by a hinge and sways in the wind, the 

intraday trend also hangs by this PIVOT LEVEL and swings because of 

the demand-supply, volatility and market sentiments prevailing in 

the market. Hence its importance in intraday trading.  

 Wait for the market price to stabilize after opening in the first 30 

minutes of trading.  

 Opening Price is considered around close of previous day. Avoid 

BUYING if prices open abnormally high and avoid selling if prices 

open too low.  

 If the market price is stable above the pivot level after 20-30 minutes 

of opening, then GO LONG and book profit near the resistant level 

(R1 & R2)  

 If the market price is stable below the pivot level after 20-30 minutes 

of opening, then GO SHORT and book profit near the support level 

(S1 & S2) 

 

Stop loss 

Since you are aware of the 'potential returns' at the time of initiating an 

intraday trade (difference between the entry price and profit targets), you 

should set up an appropriate STOP LOSS around 1%   above / below of the 

trade price or a level comfortable to you, to protect yourself if the market 

turns and goes against you. 

 

Alternate strategy 

If you have already initiated a trade with clear-cut profit targets and a stop 

loss level, and find during the course of the trading day that the market turns 

and goes the other way and crosses the TREND LEVEL, then trade again: For 

instance, if your first trade was a LONG trade and the market price drops 

through the TREND LEVEL to lower price levels, then GO SHORT and if your 

first trade was a SHORT trade and the market price rises through the TREND 

LEVEL to higher price levels, then GO LONG. 

 

S1, S2 are the immediate support levels. 

R1, R2 are the immediate resistance levels. 
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